
DISCO Request
Automated legal response compliance

DISCO Request automates response compliance for legal requests such as SOPs, subpoenas, and law 

enforcement requests, giving legal teams control and visibility from intake to resolution – all from a single, 

easy-to-use platform.

With DISCO Request
  Reduce time spent managing requests by 75% over a 

manual process

  Get unified context for all of your requests in a single 
system of record

  Acknowledge, intake, route, respond to, audit, and archive 
requests – all from a single, cloud-based interface

  Get your team up and running in minutes in an  
easy-to-use platform

  Demonstrate an immediate return on investment (ROI)

Never again
  Spend hours managing each request

  Risk non-compliance due to leakage, errors, or lack of 
visibility or auditability

  Toggle between legal mailboxes and systems to 
manage requests

  Frustrate your team with clunky workflows and 
cumbersome technology

  Hire more people to manage increasing workloads
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Hosted legal request forms
Accelerate request intake, routing, and response 
with fully hosted forms in multiple languages for 
legal requests like law enforcement requests, civil 
process, and emergency data requests

Cloud integrations
Automated connections to registered agents, 
archives, and e-fax solutions enable fast response 
by email, secure link portal, HelloFax, or SendSafely

Unlimited users and requests
Predictable, flat-fee pricing accelerates adoption 
as a system of record and knowledge management

Automated request triage
Automatically classify incoming legal requests like 
subpoenas and service of process requests by type 
and route to the right team member with round-robin 
assignments by percentage of workload 

Easy to use
Purpose-built for law enforcement and subpoena 
response teams

Defensible response compliance
Complete audit logs, reports, and response delivery 
via a secure link portal ensure compliance with legal 
response requirements

Easy to deploy
No-code, self-service integrations reduce the 
burden on IT resources

Complete centralization
Maintain a single source of truth for all work-
flows, playbooks, and updates in a single,  
cloud-based interface

Made-for-legal workflows
Intuitive workflows for intake, routing, acknowl-
edgment, drafting, response, and archiving 
boost productivity by up to 75%

Designed for modern legal teams

SSO

Automated integrations

Registered agents

Enterprise productivity


